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Primary Reading: Language & Writing: Capitalize, Spell, Punctuate 

Contractions and R-Controlled Vowels 
 

Students: Contractions:  R-Controlled Vowels:  
 

Students: RIT 191-200: 

194 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(we're) 

 

RIT 191-200: 
  

 

Students: RIT 181-190: 
No Skills Listed 

RIT 181-190: 

184 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-ir) 

 

 

Students: RIT 171-180: 
No Skills Listed 

RIT 171-180: 

171 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-ar) 

171 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-er) 

176 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-ar) 

179 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-ur) 

180 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-ir) 

 

 

Students:  RIT 161-170: 

162 
Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given 
sentence (didn't) 

162 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(you're) 

163 Identifies the contraction for a given word (can't) 

163 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(I'd) 

164 
Discriminates among words to select the word that is a 
contraction 

165 
Discriminates among words to select the word that is a 
contraction 

165 Identifies the contraction for given words (you've) 

165 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(isn't) 

166 Identifies the contraction for given words (hadn't) 

166 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(shouldn't) 

168 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(hasn't) 

170 Identifies the words that create a given contraction 

170 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(I've) 

 

 RIT 161-170: 

164 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-or) 

165 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-or) 

166 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-ir) 

167 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-ur) 

168 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-or) 

 

 

Students: RIT 151-160: 

155 
Identifies the words that create a given contraction 
(they've) 

156 Identifies the contraction for given words (we'll) 

159 Identifies the contraction for given words (I've) 

160 Identifies the contraction for given words (I've) 
 

RIT 151-160: 

156 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-er) 

  

 

Students: RIT 141-150: 

 146 
Identifies the words that create a given 
contraction (I'm) 

 

RIT 141-150: 

150 
Finds the correct spelling for a word with an r-
controlled syllable (-or) 

 

 


